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Abstract. Let M be a module over a commutative ring R. In this paper we generalize some
annihilator conditions on rings to modules. Denote by Nil.M/ the set of all nilpotent elements
ofM . M is said to be weak Armendariz if f .x/m.x/D 0, where f .x/DPniD0 aixi 2RŒxnf0g
and m.x/ DPkjD0mj xj 2MŒxnf0g, then aimj 2 Nil.M/ for each i D 0;1; :::;n and j D
0;1; :::;k. We prove that the class of these modules are closed under direct sum, finite product
and localization. We also prove that if M
N
is weak Armendariz, then so is M . Furthermore, we
show that if D-module M is torsion, for a domain D, then M is weak Armendariz if and only if
T .M/ is weak Armendariz, where T .M/ is the torsion submodule of M .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper all rings are considered to be commutative with a nonzero
identity and all modules are unitary unless otherwise stated. Let R be a ring, M an
R-module and N a submodule of M . We denote by .N WR M/ the set of all r in R
such that rM  N . The annihilator of M denoted by annR.M/ is .0 WR M/. An
R-module M is called faithful if annR.M/D 0. RŒx denotes the polynomial ring
over the ring R and MŒx the polynomial module over the module M .
An R-module M is called a multiplication module if every submodule N of M
has the form IM for some ideal of R. In this case N D .N WR M/M , since I 
.N WR M/ and so N D IM  .N WR M/M N . According to [6], a submodule N
of M is called pure if IN D N \ IM for every ideal I of R. Pure submodules of
multiplication modules are multiplication, too. A submodule N of M is idempotent
if N D .N WR M/N (See [1]). A submodule N of M is prime whenever rm 2 N ,
for some r 2 R and m 2 M implies that m 2 N or r 2 .N WR M/. In this case
P WD .N WRM/ is a prime ideal of R and N is called a it P -prime submodule of M .
We recall that an ideal I of R is nilpotent if I k D 0 for positive integer k and an
element r of R is nilpotent if rk D 0 for some k 2 N. Also we denote by Nil.R/
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the set of all nilpotent elements of R. According to [2], a submodule N of M is
called nilpotent if .N WRM/kN D 0 for some positive integer k. We say thatm 2M
is nilpotent if Rm is a nilpotent submodule of M . By this definition, clearly the
zero submodule of M is nilpotent and hence the zero element of M is nilpotent.
Nil.M/ denotes the set of all nilpotent elements of M . Nil.M/ is not necessar-
ily a submodule of M , but if M is faithful, then Nil.M/ is a submodule of M , by
[2, Theorem 6]. Moreover, if M is a faithful multiplication R-module, then Nil.M/
DNil.R/M D\P , where P runs over all prime submodules ofM . By [2, Proposi-
tion 4(2)], if I is a nilpotent ideal ofR, then IM is nilpotent inM and the converse is
true if M is faithful and also by this Proposition, if K N and N is nilpotent in M ,
then N
K
is nilpotent in M
K
as an R-module and the converse is true ifK is nilpotent in
M and M is faithful. By [2, Theorem 3], if N is a direct summand in multiplication
module M , then N is multiplication and idempotent.
Let R be an associative ring with identity. R is said to be Armendariz if f .x/g.x/
D 0, where f .x/DPmiD0aixi ;g.x/DPnjD0 bjxj 2 RŒxnf0g, then aibj D 0, for
each 0 i m and 0 j  n (See [5]).
AnR-moduleM is called Armendariz if f .x/m.x/D 0, where f .x/DPniD0aixi
2 RŒxnf0g and m.x/ DPkjD0mjxj 2MŒx implies that aimj D 0 for every i D
0;1; : : : ;n and j D 0;1; : : : ;k (See [5]). A ring R is called weak Armendariz if for
given f .x/ DPmiD0aixi ;g.x/ DPnjD0 bjxj 2 RŒxnf0g, f .x/g.x/ D 0 implies
that aibj 2 Nil.R/ for each 0  i  m and 0  j  n (the converse is obviously
true). It is obvious that Armendariz rings are weak Armendariz and that subrings of
(weak) Armendariz rings are still (weak) Armendariz (See [3]).
In this paper we generalize the concept of weak Armendariz rings defined on as-
sociative rings to modules over commutative rings and introduce weak Armendariz
modules. An R-module M is called weak Armendarize if f .x/m.x/ D 0 implies
that aimj 2Nil.M/, for each 0 i  n and 0 j  k, where f .x/DPniD0aixi 2
RŒxnf0g and m.x/DPkjD0mjxj 2MŒx. Note that commutative rings are always
weak Armendariz.
2. WEAK ARMENDARIZ MODULES
In this section, we study some properties of weak Armendariz modules and invest-
igate the relations between weak Armendariz rings and weak Armendariz modules.
Definition 1. Let R be a ring. An R-module M is called weak Armendarize if
f .x/m.x/ D 0 implies that aimj 2 Nil.M/, for each 0  i  n and 0  j  k,
where f .x/DPniD0aixi 2RŒxnf0g and m.x/DPkjD0mjxj 2MŒxnf0g.
Proposition 1. Let R be a ring. Then every Armendariz R-module M is weak
Armendariz and the converse is true if M has no nonzero nilpotent elements.
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is Armendariz if and only if it is weak Armendariz.
Proof. First note that Nil.M/ is a submodule of M and Nil.M/D Nil.R/M ,




is well-defined. According to
[2, Corollary 7], M
Nil.M/
has no nonzero nilpotent elements. Now the result follows
from Proposition 1. 
Proposition 2. The direct limit of every direct system of weak Armendariz modules
is weak Armendariz.
Proof. Let I be a directed set and fMi I i 2 I g a direct system of weak Armendariz
R-modules. Set M D lim  !
i2I
Mi . We know that M D Si2IMi DPi2IMi , by [7,
Example 5.32]. Let m.x/DPnjD0mjxj 2MŒx and f .x/DPmkD0akxk 2 RŒx,
with f .x/m.x/ D 0. Hence there exists t 2 I such that mj 2 Mt , for each j D
0;1; : : : ;n. So m.x/ 2Mt Œx. Since Mt is weak Armendariz, akmj 2 Nil.Mt / and
hence there exists positive integer nkj such that .R.akmj / WRMt /nkjR.akmj /D 0,
for every k D 0;1; : : : ;m and j D 0;1; :::;n. But .R.akmj / WR M/  .R.akmj / WR
Mt /. Therefore, .R.akmj / WR M/nkjR.akmj / D 0, for each k D 0;1; : : : ;m and
j D 0;1; : : : ;n. Hence M is a weak Armendariz R-module. 
Corollary 2. If every finitely generated submodule of an R-module M is weak
Armendariz, then M is weak Armendariz.
Proof. We know every module is a direct limit of its finitely generated submod-
ules, by [7, Example 5.32]. Now the result is trivial by Proposition 2. 
Definition 2. A ring R is said to be strongly weak Armendariz if every R-module
is weak Armendariz.
Corollary 3. A ring R is strongly weak Armendariz if and only if every finitely
generated R-module is weak Armendariz.
Proof. ) It is trivial.
( We know that every R-module M is a direct limit of its finitely generatted
submodules. Now the result follows from the assumption and Proposition 2. 
Proposition 3. A ring R is weak Armendariz if and only if it is weak Armendariz
as an R-module.
Proof. We know the R-module R is multiplication. So Nil.R/D Nil.R/R, by
[2, Theorem 6]. Thus the result is obvious. 
Proposition 4. Every pure submodule of a weak Armendariz multiplication mod-
ule is weak Armendariz.
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Proof. LetN be a pure submodule of the weak Armendariz multiplication module
M and f .x/m.x/D 0 for f .x/DPniD0aixi 2RŒxnf0g andm.x/DPkjD0mjxj 2
NŒxnf0g. Clearly, N is a multiplication submodule of M . Since m.x/ 2MŒx and
M is weak Armendariz, aimj 2 NilR.M/. By [2, Proposition 4], .R.aimj / WR
M/ is a nilpotent ideal of R and so .R.aimj / WR M/  Nil.R/, for each 0  i 
n and 0  j  k. By [2, Theorem 6], NilR.M/ D Nil.R/M and NilR.N / D
Nil.R/N , sinceM andN are multiplication. SinceN is a pure submodule ofM and
R.aimj / D .R.aimj / WR M/M , aimj 2 N \ .R.aimj / WR M/M D .R.aimj / WR
M/N Nil.R/N DNilR.N /, for each 0 i  n and 0 j  k. Thus N is weak
Armendariz. 
Corollary 4. A multiplication R-module M is weak Armendariz if and only if
every finitely generated pure submodule of M is weak Armendariz.
Proof. We know that every module is a direct limit of its finitely generated sub-
modules, by [7, Example 5.32]. Now the result follows from Proposition 2 and 4. 
Proposition 5. Let M be a multiplication R-module. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(1) M is weak Armendariz;
(2) eM and .1  e/M are weak Armendariz R-modules for every idempotent
element e of R.
(3) eM and .1  e/M are weak Armendariz R-modules for some idempotent
element e of R.
Proof. 1) 2 W Let e be an idempotent element of R. So M D eM ˚ .1  e/M .
It means that eM and .1  e/M are direct summands in M and so both of them are
multiplication and idempotent submodules of M , by [2, Theorem 3]. Therefore, eM
and .1  e/M are pure submodules of M and hence they are weak Armendariz, by
Proposition 4.
2) 3 W It is trivial.
3) 1 W Assume that there exists an idempotent element e of R such that eM
and .1 e/M are weak Armendariz R-modules. Let f .x/DPmiD0aixi 2RŒxnf0g
and m.x/ DPnjD0mjxj 2 MŒxnf0g, with f .x/m.x/ D 0. Put f1.x/ D ef .x/,
f2.x/ D .1  e/f .x/, m1.x/ D em.x/ and m2.x/ D .1  e/m.x/. Then we have
0 D f .x/m.x/ D f1.x/m1.x/ D f2.x/m2.x/. By assumption, eaimj 2 Nil.eM/
and .1  e/aimj 2Nil..1  e/M/, for every i D 0;1; :::;m and j D 0;1; :::;n.
So there exist positive integers kij and tij such that
.R.eaimj / WR eM/kijR.eaimj /D 0
and
.R..1  e/aimj / WR .1  e/M/tijR..1  e/aimj /D 0
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for each 0  i  m and 0  j  n. Set k D maxfkij ; tij I0  i  m;0  j  ng.
Note that m D emC .1  e/m, for each element m 2M , and so Rm D R.em/C
R..1  e/m/. Hence, we have
.R.aimj / WRM/kR.aimj /D .R.aimj / WRM/kŒR.eaimj /CR..1  e/aimj /
D .R.aimj / WRM/kR.eaimj /
C .R.aimj / WRM/kR..1  e/aimj /
 .R.eaimj / WR eM/kR.eaimj /
C .R..1  e/aimj / WR .1  e/M/kR..1  e/aimj /
D 0
So aimj 2 NilR.M/, for each 0  i  m and 0  j  n. Therefore, M is weak
Armendariz. 
Theorem 1. Every finite direct product of weak Armendariz modules is weak Ar-
mendariz.
Proof. Suppose that M1;M2; : : : ;Mk are weak Armendariz R-modules. Set M DQk
tD1Mt . Clearly, M is an R-module. Let f .x/m.x/ D 0, for some m.x/ DPn
iD0mixi 2 MŒxnf0g and f .x/ D
Pp
jD0ajxj 2 RŒxnf0g, where mi D
.mi1; : : : ;mik/ 2M .
Define mt .x/DPniD0mitxi 2Mt Œx, for each 1  t  k. From f .x/m.x/D 0
we have a0m0 D a1m0Ca0m1 D : : :D apmn D 0. This implies that
a0m01 D : : :D a0m0k D 0
a1m01Ca0m11 D : : :D a1m0kCa0m1k D 0
:::
apmn1 D : : :D apmnk D 0
This means that f .x/mt .x/ D 0 in Mt Œx, for every 1  t  k. Since each Mt
is weak Armendariz module, we have ajmit 2 NilR.Mt / and so there exists pos-
itive integer nijt , for each i D 0;1; : : : ;n, j D 0;1; : : : ;p and 0  t  k, such that
.R.ajmit / WMt /nijtR.ajmit / D 0 in Mt . If we put nij D maxfnijt I1  t  kg,
then































..R.ajmit / WMt /nijR.ajmit //
D 0
So ajmi 2 NilR.M/, for each 0  i  n and 0  j  p. Thus M is a weak Ar-
mendariz R-module.

Proposition 6. Let R be a ring and N a nilpotent submodule of a faithful R-
module M . If M
N
is a weak Armendariz R-module, then M is weak Armendariz.
Proof. Let f .x/ D PniD0aixi and m.x/ D PkjD0mjxj are polynomials in
RŒxnf0g and MŒxnf0g, respectively, such that f .x/m.x/ D 0. Set m.x/ DPk





is weak Armendariz, aimj 2 Nil.MN /, for every 0  i 
n and 0  j  k. Thus R.aimj / D .aimj /RCNN is a nilpotent submodule of MN .
But N is nilpotent in M , so R.aimj /CN is nilpotent in M and also R.aimj / D
.R.aimj /CN/\R.aimj / is nilpotent in M , by [2, Proposition 4]. This means that
aimj 2Nil.M/, for each i D 0;1; : : : ;n and j D 0;1; : : : ;k and thereforeM is weak
Armendariz. 
Proposition 7. Let R be a ring and N a submodule of an R-module M such that
M
N
is a faithful weak Armendariz R-module. Then M is weak Armendariz.
Proof. Let f .x/DPmiD0aixi 2RŒxnf0g andm.x/DPnjD0mjxj 2MŒxnf0g,
with f .x/m.x/D 0. Setm.x/DPnjD0mjxj DPnjD0.mj CN/xj . Hencem.x/ 2
M
N




/ and so .R.aimj / WR MN / is a nilpotent ideal of R, for each 0  i m and
0 j  n, since M
N
is a faithfulR-module. But .R.aimj / WRM/ .R.aimj / WR MN /.
Hence, .R.aimj / WRM/ is a nilpotent ideal of R and so aimj 2NilR.M/, for each
0 i m and 0 j  n. Thus, M is a weak Armendariz R-module. 
Proposition 8. Let R be a ring and N a nilpotent submodule of a faithful R-
moduleM such thatN Nil.M/. IfM is weak Armendariz, then the R-module M
N
is weak Armendariz.
Proof. Suppose thatM is a weak ArmendarizR-module. Let f .x/DPniD0aixi 2
RŒxnf0g andm.x/DPkjD0mjxj 2 .MN /Œxnf0g satisfy f .x/m.x/D 0, wheremj D
mj CN , for each j D 0;1; : : : ;k and for some mj 2M . Therefore, aimj 2 N 
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Nil.M/ and hence R.aimj / is a nilpotent submodule of M , for every i D 0;1; :::;n
and j D 0;1; : : : ;k. According to [2, Proposition 4], R.aimj /CN is nilpotent in M
and R.aimj /CN
N
is nilpotent in M
N
. On the other hand, R.aimj /CN
N
D R.aimj /. So
aimj 2 Nil.MN /, for every i D 0;1; : : : ;n and j D 0;1; : : : ;k. Thus, MN is a weak
Armendariz R-module. 
Proposition 9. Let R be a ring and fMigi2I a family of faithful weak Armendariz
R-modules. Then the direct sum M D`i2IMi is weak Armendariz.
Proof. Let f .x/ DPnjD0ajxj 2 RŒx and m.x/ DPtkD0mkxk 2 MŒxnf0g,
with f .x/m.x/D 0. We can assume that mk D .mik/i2I 2
`
i2IMi . Set mi .x/DPt
kD0mikxk . It is clear that f .x/mi .x/D 0, for each i 2 I . Since each Mi is weak
Armendariz, ajmik 2 Nil.Mi /, for every i 2 I , j D 0;1; : : : ;n and k D 0;1; : : : ; t .
Hence, .R.ajmik/ WMi / is a nilpotent ideal of R, by [2, Proposition 4].
On the other hand, Ik D fi 2 I Imik ¤ 0g is a finite set and also R.ajmk/ `






















for each k D 0;1;    ; t and j D 0;    ;n. Finite intersection of nilpotent ideals is
nilpotent. So ajmk 2Nil.M/, for every 0  j  n and 0  k  t . Therefore, M is
a weak Armendariz R-module. 
We recall that if M is an R-module and S a multiplicatively closed subset of
R, then S 1M has an S 1R-module sructure. Also, M is called S -torsion free if
ms ¤ 0, for every m 2M and s 2 S .
Lemma 1. LetR be a ring, S a multiplicatively closed subset ofR andM a finitely
generated R-module. Let m
s
2 S 1M , for m 2M and s 2 S . Then m 2NilR.M/ if
and only if m
s
2NilS 1R.S 1M/.
Proof. Let m 2M and k 2N. Since M is finitely generated, we have
S 1..Rm WM/kRm/D S 1..Rm WRM/k/S 1.Rm/
D .S 1.Rm WRM//kS 1.Rm/
D ..S 1.Rm/ WS 1R S 1M/kS 1.Rm//
Also, S 1.Rm/D S 1R.m
s
/, for each s 2 S . So the result is obvious. 
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Proposition 10. Let R be a ring, S a multiplicatively closed subset of R andM a
finitely generated S -torsion free R-module. Then M is weak Armendariz if and only
if S 1M is weak Armendariz as an S 1R-module.
Proof. LetM be a weak ArmendarizR-module and f .x/m.x/D 0, where f .x/DPm
iD0˛ixi 2 S 1RŒx and m.x/D
Pn
jD0 jˇxj 2 S 1MŒx.
We can assume that ˛i D aiui and jˇ D
mj
vj
, for some ai 2R, mj 2M and ui ;vj 2


















D 0 and so there exists sij 2 S such that sij .aimj /D 0, for each 0 
i  m and 0  j  n. Set f1.x/DPmiD0aixi and m1.x/DPnjD0mjxj . Clearly,
f1.x/ 2 RŒxnf0g, m1.x/ 2 MŒxnf0g and f1.x/m1.x/ D 0. Since M is a weak
Armendariz R-module, aimj 2NilR.M/, for each 0 i m and 0 j  n. Now,
by Lemma 10, .aimj /
uv
D .aimj /.uv/ 1 2NilS 1R.S 1M/ and therefore S 1M is
weak Armendariz.
Now suppose that S 1M is a weak Armendariz S 1R-module. Let g.x/ DPm
iD0 bixi 2RŒxnf0g and n.x/D
Pk
jD0njxj 2MŒxnf0gwith g.x/n.x/D 0. But
g.x/ 2 S 1RŒxnf0g and n.x/ 2 S 1Rnf0g. So binj
1
D binj 2 NilS 1R.S 1M/,
for each 0  i m and 0  j  k. Hence, binj 2 NilR.M/, by Lemma 10. Thus,
M is a weak Armendariz R-module. 
We recall that RŒx;x 1 denotes the Laurent polynomial ring over R. For an
R-module M , let MŒx;x 1 D fPi D knmixi In;k 2 Z;mi 2M g. MŒx;x 1 is
an RŒx;x 1-module under the addition operation and the following scaler product
operation. For m.x/ DPimixi 2MŒx;x 1 and f .x/ DPj ajxj 2 RŒx;x 1,
then f .x/m.x/DPk.PiCjDk ajmi /xk( see [4]).
Corollary 5. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. Then MŒx is a weak
Armendariz RŒx-module if and only if MŒx;x 1 is a weak Armendariz RŒx;x 1-
module.
Proof. Set S D f1;x;x2; : : :g. Then S is a multiplicatively closed subset of RŒx.
Also RŒx;x 1 D S 1RŒx and MŒx;x 1 D S 1MŒx. Now the result follows
from Proposition 10. 
Corollary 6. Let R be a ring and S a multiplicatively closed subset of R. Then
the localization S 1R is strongly weak Armendariz if and only if R is strongly weak
Armendariz.
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For a commutative domain R and R-module M , the torsion submodule of M is
defined by T .M/ D fx 2 M jannR.x/ ¤ 0g. In this case, T .M/ is a submodule
of M , called the torsion part of M . An R-module M is called a torsion module if
T .M/DM .
Proposition 11. Let D be a domain and M a D-module. If the D-module T .M/
is weak Armendariz, then M is also weak Armendariz, too.
Proof. Let T .M/ be weak Armendariz and f .x/m.x/ D 0, where f .x/ DPn
iD0aixi 2DŒxnf0g and m.x/D
Pn
jD0mjxj 2MŒx. Since f .x/¤ 0, we may
assume that a0¤ 0. Also we have a0m0D a0m1Ca1m0D a0m2Ca1m1Ca2m0D
: : : D akmn D 0. Multiplying a0m1C a1m0 D 0 by a0 implies that a20m1 D 0.
Similarly, multiplying a0m2C a1m1C a2m0 D 0 by a20 implies that a30m2 D 0.
Continuing this process, we have ajC10 mj D 0 and so mj 2 T .M/, for every j D
0;1; : : : ;n. Hence m.x/ 2 T .M/Œx. Since T .M/ is weak Armendariz, aimj 2
Nil.T .M//, for every i D 0;1; : : : ;k and j D 0;1; : : : ;n. So there exists a posit-
ive integer nij , for every i D 0;1; : : : ;k and j D 0;1; : : : ;n, such that .D.aimj / WD
T .M//nijD.aimj / D 0. But .D.aimj / WD M/  .D.aimj / WD T .M//. There-
fore, .D.aimj / WD M/nijD.aimj / D 0, for each 0  i  k and 0  j  n. Thus
aimj 2Nil.M/ and M is a weak Armendariz D-module.

Theorem 2. Let R be an integral domain and Q the quotient field of R. If M is
a weak Armendariz Q-module, then M is weak Armendariz as an R-module and the
converse is true if M is a finitely generated R-module.
Proof. First note that ifM D 0, then the result is trivial. Now assume thatM ¤ 0.
)W Suppose that M is a weak Armendariz Q-module. Let f .x/DPniD0aixi 2
RŒxnf0g andm.x/DPkjD0mjxj belongs to anRŒx-moduleMŒxwith f .x/m.x/
D 0. By assumption, aimj 2NilQ.M/, for every i D 0;1; : : : ;n and j D 0;1; : : : ;k.
M is a faithful Q-module, since M ¤ 0. So the ideal .Q.aimj / WQ M/ is a nilpo-
tent ideal of Q, by [2, Proposition 4]. But .R.aimj / WR M/  .Q.aimj / WQ M/.
Thus .R.aimj / WR M/ is a nilpotent ideal of R and so aimj 2 NilR.M/, for every
i D 0;1; : : : ;n and j D 0;1; : : : ;k, by [2, Proposition 4]. Therefore, M is a weak
Armendariz R-module.
(W Now, suppose that M is a weak Armendariz R-module. Let f .x/m.x/D 0,
where f .x/DPniD0˛ixi 2QŒxnf0g andm.x/DPkjD0mjxj belongs to theQŒx-
moduleMŒx. We may assume that ˛i D s 1i bi , for each i D 0;1; : : : ;n and for some
bi 2 R and regular element si 2 R. Set s D s0s1 : : : sn. So we can assume that






s 1aimjxiCj D s 1f 0.x/m.x/
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where f 0.x/ DPniD0aixi 2 RŒxnf0g. Therefore, f 0.x/m.x/ D 0. Since M is
a weak Armendariz R-module, aimj 2 NilR.M/. M is a faithful finitely gener-
ated R-module, hence the ideal .R.aimj / WR M/ is a nilpotent ideal of R and also
Q.R.aimj / WR M/D .Q.aimj / WQ M/, for each i D 0;1; : : : ;n and j D 0;1; : : : ;k.
So aimj 2NilQ.M/, for every i D 0;1; : : : ;n and j D 0;1; : : : ;k. ThusM is a weak
Armendariz Q-module. 
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